12. Improvements to Public Engagement in the Planning Process

- Sandy Levin, 59 Longbow Road – indicating that it is a great start; expressing appreciation for what staff has done; and, looking forward to having a meeting with Urban League members rather than just waiting for written responses because he thinks that interaction with members who are most involved in these applications would find it most helpful.
- Maria Haushel, 917 Wellington Street - expressing excitement for the proposal; indicating that she found out about it through media coverage; advising that she has some questions but is unsure of the process; wondering if there has been some public consultation with respect to this proposal previously; advising that she has approximately ten questions at this point and she does not want to rattle them all off before she understands what the objective this evening is; enquiring if the objective this evening is to vote to pass this through so that Council will pass this whole initiative and carry on. (Note: The Chair of the Planning and Environment Committee recommended that Mrs. Howshell contact Staff directly.)